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mastering administrative law is designed as a supplement to law school courses in administrative
law or as an introduction to the subject for lawyers trained in other legal systems the book
explicitly and in plain language identifies the functions of the various principles of
administrative law to facilitate the mastery of topics this book includes a roadmap at the
beginning of each chapter that provides readers with an overview of the material that will be
covered checkpoints at the end of each chapter that reiterate what has been learned and a master
checklist at the end of the book that reinforces what has been covered and helps readers identify
any areas that need review or further study new york legal research provides an alternative to
the excellent but often lengthy legal research books that take a bibliographic approach to this
dynamic lawyering skill the goal of the third edition is to explore concisely both the sources of
new york state law and the process of conducting research using those sources new to the third
edition is a greater emphasis on online sources and performing online research the book begins
with an overview of the legal research process and an introduction to research techniques using
online media then the book turns to secondary sources recognizing these sources as the entry
point for most new research projects next new york legal research addresses primary authority
with chapters dedicated to case law enacted law statutes constitutions local law and court rules
and administrative law additional chapters cover legislative history free and commercial updating
tools legal ethics research new york city law and research strategies and organization an
appendix explains legal citation by new york courts following the new york law reports style
manual most chapters contain outlines with step by step guidance for research in various types of
legal resources the book also includes short excerpts and screen shots from important sources
discussions of legal analysis are brief but are included as necessary to show the crucial
connection between research and analysis while the concentration of new york legal research is
state research concise descriptions of federal resources are included throughout this book is
part of the legal research series edited by suzanne e rowe director of legal research and writing
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university of oregon school of law what i found most valuable in these introductory chapters was
the description of how to access new york materials on westlaw google scholar and government
websites another important aspect of new york law is the distinction between consolidated and
unconsolidated laws the book explains in detail the distinction and where to find the statutes
highlighting the main sources of new york s consolidated and unconsolidated laws new york legal
research provides a solid examination of both the sources of new york law and the legal research
process a picture is worth a thousand words and embedded within the chapters are screenshots and
tables that illuminate the text when comparing this book with other titles on the subject new
york legal research is the only title that focuses its discussion on connecting the sources of
law in new york with the practice of conducting legal research that makes new york legal research
an essential addtion to any law library that supports the study or practice of law in new york
kathleen darvil law library journal volume 108 2 while thinking and writing about law is
primarily geared toward law students it should be accessible for anyone who wants to improve
their abilities in legal analysis and communication written in an approachable no nonsense style
the book is divided into two parts the first part guides readers toward an understanding of legal
analysis in our common law system properly conceptualizing our system of law is the most
fundamental and overlooked component in the process of legal analysis to that end the book walks
the reader step by step through the analytical process and then reinforces the reader s
understanding by introducing a novel technique for visualizing legal analysis the second part
guides readers toward successful communicating their analyses to both inform and persuade it
draws upon the author s experiences as both a legal writing professor and a supreme court justice
to bring a distinctive blend of academic expertise and judicial practicality to the subject this
concise yet comprehensive book is designed to be accessible for the beginner as well as useful
for those with more experience for students the book can serve as enrichment for a doctrinal
course in international law or as the basis for a stand alone course in international law
research to allow for self evaluation the book includes frequent review questions to help assure
retention for practitioners new to the international area each type of search tool and search
strategy is covered in detail with explanations to provide background comprehension this book is
part of the international legal research series edited by mark e wojcik the john marshall law
school t his new text is essential even if it cannot record every new database development in
fact the best format for a text such as this one is indeed print this title is not a brief one
off taste of the subject but rather a comprehensive detailed treatment the quality of the content
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will stand the test of time the text provides an excellent framework for new students to learn
international legal research and for more seasoned legal researchers to hone their skills or fill
gaps where necessary the reader will want to pay special attention to lyonette louis jacques
additional resources and general bibliographic references at the conclusion of each chapter her
concise lists of sources should be part of every international legal researcher s toolkit most
valuable of all this text will give students the necessary context to understand what they are
researching and why this context is all too often lost in today s world of instant information
anne abramson international law prof blog given the increasing importance of public international
law to u s legal practice i also believe this book to be of great value to all law librarians and
at 35 i recommend every law librarian purchase a desk copy especially the new breed of entry
level fcil librarians who yearn for a training manual no doubt i will read and reread this text
until its dog eared pages fall apart in my hands i am now also indebted to winer archer and louis
jacques for helping me contextualize my growing knowledge of research sources and methods by
connecting them to the historical evolution of international law international law legal research
is particularly good at explaining treaties and customary international law and the related
research processes in a useful and memorable way the purpose of this book is to support those who
need to complete public international law research for moot court for scholarly research or to
handle a client s legal problem and it is an excellent resource for those situations as the first
volume in the carolina academic press international legal research series it sets a high bar for
clarity brevity and utility i am excited to see what other offerings may follow catherine a deane
foreign and international law librarian and lecturer in law vanderbilt law school a detailed
taxonomy of scholarship in the field of law and an abstracted bibliography is available in this
accompanying volume to heald s literature and legal problem solving law and literature as ethical
discourse the third edition of expert learning for law students is a reorganization and
rethinking of this highly regarded law school success text it retains the core insights and
lessons from prior editions while updating the materials to reflect recent insights such as
mindset theory attribution theory chunking for use and interleaving learning the text includes
exercises and step by step guides to engage readers in the process of becoming expert learners
including specific strategies for succeeding in law school coursen director of education
northeastern us shakespeare globe center examines modern interpretations of shakespeare s work
within the context of new historicism looking at films and teleplays from the 1930s and beyond
works discusses include the 1936 film version of romeo and juliet hamlet on film and on modern
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stages and branagh s much ado about nothing annotation copyright by book news inc portland or
mastering labor law provides necessary procedural and substantive material without overwhelming
the reader with details that are unduly esoteric or tangential the book begins with an
introduction to private and public sector labor law it then turns to united states labor history
and procedure organization and jurisdiction issues under the national labor relations act the
book then comprehensively addresses the organizational and collective bargaining processes before
covering forms of protected activity it closes by considering other topics such as labor
arbitration union security clause labor preemption and antitrust doctrine mastering
constitutional law offers students an opportunity to learn the essential elements of
constitutional law in a condensed framework this book s concise up to date user friendly approach
is refreshing whether students are studying for con law exams or the bar exam mastering
constitutional law offers an outline that is easy to use each chapter begins with a simple
roadmap alerting the reader to the direction of the chapter the chapter naturally unfolds
according to that plan and then ends with a list of checkpoints that summarize the law in pithy
phrases there are no footnotes see also notes or bibliographies because mastering constitutional
law is a condensed yet complete outline of constitutional law now in its third edition this book
reflects the extraordinary growth in the law of higher education and the accompanying rise in
scholarship and commentary on higher education law and governance the case selection reflects
major themes and issues to this end cases with interesting facts but less precedential value news
accounts of fascinating developments and insights and articles from scholars and practitioners
have also been used the result is a unique book on a rapidly growing area of law and society
despite professor olivas s caution about making comparisons between this work and the
acknowledged standard treatise in the field william kaplin s law and higher education these two
volumes should be viewed by attorneys academicians and administrators as complementary unlike a
treatise the olivas casebook gives the reader a comprehensive array of cases and court decisions
on these subjects professor olivas writes overviews to provide contextual detail and history
chapter 2 is an excellent example of the prudent use of cases chapter 3 contains a panoply of
material taken from a variety of sources about fascinating episodes disputes and court cases this
is rich material bimonthly review of law books on the first edition the law and higher education
has become not merely a reference but an archive in its own right scott chafin media reviews on
the second edition in both the casebook and the teachers manual the author s sense of humor
knowledge of popular culture and breadth of knowledge about higher education come out clearly and
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loudly olivas is an attorney who knows both administrative practice and the law and is
effectively able to pass that knowledge on to his readers naspa journal 2007 based on the latest
research this entertaining practical guide offers law students a formula for success in school on
the bar exam and as a practicing attorney mastering the law either as a law student or in
practice becomes much easier if one has a working knowledge of the brain s basic habits before
you can learn to think like a lawyer you have to have some idea about how the brain thinks the
first part of this book translates the technical research explaining learning strategies that
work for the brain in law school specifically and calling out other tactics that are useless
though often popular lures for the misinformed this book is unique in explaining the science
behind the advice and will save you from pursuing tempting shortcuts that will take you in the
wrong direction the second part explores the brain s decision making processes and cognitive
biases these biases affect the ability to persuade a necessary skill of the successful lawyer the
book talks about the art and science of framing the seductive lure of the confirmation and
egocentric biases and the egocentricity of the availability bias this book uses easily
recognizable examples from both law and life to illustrate the potential of these biases to draw
humans to mistaken judgments understanding these biases is critical to becoming a successful
attorney and gaining proficiency in fashioning arguments that appeal to the sometimes quirky
processing of the human brain this book is part of the context and practice series edited by
michael hunter schwartz professor of law and dean of the mcgeorge school of law university of the
pacific your brain and law school was a finalist in the best published self help and psychology
category of the 2015 san diego book awards missouri legal research was designed for teaching
legal research to first year law students paralegals and undergraduate students researching
missouri law missouri practitioners and others who need to be familiar with missouri resources
will also want this book in their library complex ideas and research processes are presented in a
straightforward manner outlines of the research process and short excerpts from missouri and
federal resources make the book easy to use addresses and examples point researchers to the many
sources for finding free missouri and federal legal material online this book tracks all
published art law casebooks it begins by asking what art is and why there should be special rules
for it there follows a section on the rights and responsibilities of artists and collectors in
areas such as freedom of expression defamation the right of publicity the rights of privacy
copyright trademark moral rights resale royalties and the tax consequences of common art related
transactions the book then treats commercial dealings in art such as problems of authentication
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or ownership of the work and commercial relationships between artists collectors dealers auction
houses and financiers of the art world it deals with the law governing the organization and
operation of museums including employment law the international treatment of art is discussed in
terms of special rules for art in times of hostilities and occupation as well as peacetime law
governing the movement of art or artifacts across national boundaries and national control of its
artistic patrimony a series of chapters detail the law on preservation of u s artistic heritage
such as historic preservation law the ownership of artifacts found on land or under water and
special rules applicable to native american remains and artifacts the book concludes with a
discussion of rules of international litigation frequently encountered in art law controversies
such as jurisdiction foreign sovereign immunity act of state forum non conveniens choice of law
enforcing foreign law and proving foreign law the legal system of romania presents the main
features of the history of its legal system its sources of law its constitutional framework its
legal actors its criminal law its law of persons family law property law law of contract law on
delictual liability quasi contracts business entities and labor employment law this book is a
leader in providing materials that match the skills and values emphasized for developing
practicing lawyers the third edition incorporates over fifty problems that allow the law
professor to explore the practical impact of the theoretical concepts underlying criminal law
such as a case study that examines issues from jena six the book retains its international and
comparative notes and includes several new cases and problems the authors support a website that
offers podcasts syllabi powerpoints and other teaching materials that complement the book in
short the text combines theory and practice and is compact student friendly flexible and high
tech the authors support a website at criminallawbook com that offers podcasts syllabi
powerpoints and other teaching materials that complement the book to view or download the 2021
supplement to this book click here the new edition of this leading casebook covers recent
developments such as the controversy over registration of disparaging marks the slants and
redskins litigations expressive uses of trademarks protection of famous foreign trademarks and
trademarks on the internet the dilution chapter has been substantially reorganized throughout the
chapters the editors have written provocative questions and problems to stimulate classroom
discussion the current edition also contains more visual material as with the 5th edition the 6th
edition will be available in a looseleaf version for 75 an updated teachers manual is also
available for professors teaching trademark law the goal of each book in the legal research
series lrs is to provide law students with the essential elements of legal research in each
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jurisdiction this is the case with the new book for hawai i legal research lrs books explain
concisely both the sources of state law research and the process for conducting state legal
research effectively unlike more bibliographic research texts these books go beyond describing
resources to examine how to use each resource in a comprehensive research strategy the books also
incorporate legal analysis as part of the research process each book begins with an overview of
the research process and then explains how to use the most effective sources to research cases
statutes legislative history constitutions administrative law court rules and secondary sources
federal law is introduced briefly in each chapter and a separate book in the series covers
federal law extensively written for a wide audience including law students and legal
practitioners ohio legal research offers a concise introduction to researching ohio law this book
provides an overview of the legal research process in general coupled with a specific discussion
of ohio and federal material topics include researching ohio and federal case law statutory law
administrative law local law and legislative history in addition to finding secondary sources
such as practice treatises and form books ohio legal research covers both print and electronic
sources including references to freely available sources this book is part of the legal research
series edited by suzanne e rowe director of legal research and writing university of oregon
school of law the zen of law school success offers a comprehensive approach to succeeding in law
school zen is about simplicity balance knowing your universe knowing yourself and staying focused
on the path to enlightenment similarly these principles should be the foundation for success in
law school and this book details how to put these principles into practice in order to maximize
your ability to have a successful law school career like the zen path to enlightenment law school
success is about balance between studying and other aspects of life as well as balancing your
study time between subjects outlining etc knowing your universe knowing not only the subject
matter tested but knowing how the questions are constructed knowing what to look for etc knowing
yourself what type of essay writer you are what type of learner you are what type of exam taker
you are etc and staying focused on your path when to study what to do when you are stressed out
what to do when you don t know a subject very well etc in addition to offering a comprehensive
approach to succeeding in law school the book also offers practical advice for doing well during
the classroom socratic method navigating the law school environment managing law school stress
and getting a job after graduation moreover the zen of law school success focuses on doing well
on final exams including specific strategies and tips for both essay and multiple choice exams
the book includes many exercises and model answers that will benefit any law student and is an
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ideal resource for any law school academic achievement program mastering property law is a
precise practical guide to the fundamental rules of law underlying the basic property law course
useful with any casebook the text focuses on the common law developments of property from the
beginning of the english system through our modern times this concise introduction to the subject
matter includes chapters on gifts possessory estates and future interests zoning and more the
book provides readers with clear rule statements examples diagrams and other learning devices to
assure that they are equipped with a strong foundation that will ensure success in their
coursework in preparing for the bar and ultimately as practicing attorneys a dictonary of science
and technology color illustration section symbols and units fundamental physical constants
measurement conversion periodic table of the elements atomic weights particles the solar system
geologial timetable five kingdom classification of organisms chronology of modern science photo
credits this textbook is an innovative departure from a traditional casebook that uniquely
harmonizes best practices for student learning with a lawyering practice orientation addressing
all the major topics of property law the text continually places students in the role of
practitioners who apply their learning by evaluating real world practice based problems and
documents and engage in professional identity development additionally the book makes student
learning easier and more effective by implementing proven instructional strategies including
explicit organization with clear explanations of law only then diving into cases and statutes
with framing questions up front multiple methods of instruction graphic organizers and
illustrations active learning exercises and plentiful opportunities for practice recursion and
synthesis international human rights law provides a student oriented examination of the law of
international human rights although human rights are hardly a recent invention the advent of
their international protection is one of the most profound developments of the modern era how
governments treat their own citizens and others is no longer strictly an internal domestic matter
but rather the concern of all humankind international law is now a central feature of the effort
to progressively achieve human freedom and dignity for all studies in american tort law is a
careful mix of law policy ethics and economics designed for first year torts courses recognizing
that torts is a prime battleground for social policy this book reflects not only the current
rules on injury compensation but also the policy choices underlying those rules the text moves
from simple concepts and elementary rules to ones that are more complex or elusive within a clear
doctrinal framework a range of views is presented reflecting dominant themes in tort law such as
fault proportionality deterrence internalization of costs and distribution of losses these views
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are explored with special attention to issues at the cutting edge of twenty first century tort
litigation the seventh edition reflects the highly dynamic nature of the torts field the book
includes new principal cases scores of citations to recent opinions and statutes and
comprehensive references to the most recent volumes of the restatement third of torts there is a
set of 392 powerpoint slides availble upon adoption click here to view a sample presentation if
you are a professor using this book for a class please contact rachael meier at remeier cap press
com to request your slides please note that the supplemental materials website has moved to
caplaw com rll studies show that the reading skills your students have developed in college may
not be enough to ensure their success in law school reading law requires professionals to
understand the purpose of their reading to form and express opinions about what they re reading
to apply legal logic to read with energy and to adopt sophisticated reading habits that are
unique to the study of law written for law students pre law students paralegals and others
interested in developing these reading skills reading like a lawyer teaches each of the following
critical legal reading skills how to read legal casebooks and engage in class as well as how to
use your reading to prepare for exams how to read published court cases outside of a casebook how
to read legislative material and how to read online effectively based on sound educational
research each chapter includes exercises that challenge students to apply what that chapter has
taught a website accompanies the book and includes additional readings e g on logic plus
opportunities for students to gain confidence by testing their own thoughts against those of the
author for faculty reading like a lawyer includes a separate teacher s manual and a faculty
website with a powerpoint that mirrors the book s principle lessons contracts the law of promises
is a casebook for first year contracts courses its emphasis is on presenting contract law in an
easily understandable way so students can spend most of their time mastering the application of
the rules rather than seeking to discover the rules the casebook includes an appendix with the
most important black letter rules and over 600 examples throughout the book showing how the rules
are applied before each case textual material explains the law and its application with further
emphasis on explaining each of the elements of the doctrine being discussed key points and
chapter takeaways are included to help students know if they are recognizing which principles are
particularly important cases have been chosen based on the clarity of the court s analysis and
have been abridged to exclude irrelevant material the cases included provide for interesting
classroom discussions but classic cases have been retained as well numerous problems are included
typically based on real cases so that professors can use them in class to further students
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understanding of how the rules are applied common student mistakes are also highlighted theory is
covered but kept to a minimum contracts the law of promises will enable students to come to class
with a firm grasp of the black letter law and a general understanding of how the rules are
applied enabling professors to devote more class time to discussion and less time to lecturing
the second edition includes expanded coverage of electronic contracting and explanations of the
2022 amendments to article 2 of the uniform commercial code and the 2022 restatement of consumer
contracts core knowledge for lawyers content for this book will be available in fall 2024



Mastering Administrative Law
2018

mastering administrative law is designed as a supplement to law school courses in administrative
law or as an introduction to the subject for lawyers trained in other legal systems the book
explicitly and in plain language identifies the functions of the various principles of
administrative law to facilitate the mastery of topics this book includes a roadmap at the
beginning of each chapter that provides readers with an overview of the material that will be
covered checkpoints at the end of each chapter that reiterate what has been learned and a master
checklist at the end of the book that reinforces what has been covered and helps readers identify
any areas that need review or further study

New York Legal Research
2015

new york legal research provides an alternative to the excellent but often lengthy legal research
books that take a bibliographic approach to this dynamic lawyering skill the goal of the third
edition is to explore concisely both the sources of new york state law and the process of
conducting research using those sources new to the third edition is a greater emphasis on online
sources and performing online research the book begins with an overview of the legal research
process and an introduction to research techniques using online media then the book turns to
secondary sources recognizing these sources as the entry point for most new research projects
next new york legal research addresses primary authority with chapters dedicated to case law
enacted law statutes constitutions local law and court rules and administrative law additional
chapters cover legislative history free and commercial updating tools legal ethics research new
york city law and research strategies and organization an appendix explains legal citation by new
york courts following the new york law reports style manual most chapters contain outlines with
step by step guidance for research in various types of legal resources the book also includes
short excerpts and screen shots from important sources discussions of legal analysis are brief
but are included as necessary to show the crucial connection between research and analysis while



the concentration of new york legal research is state research concise descriptions of federal
resources are included throughout this book is part of the legal research series edited by
suzanne e rowe director of legal research and writing university of oregon school of law what i
found most valuable in these introductory chapters was the description of how to access new york
materials on westlaw google scholar and government websites another important aspect of new york
law is the distinction between consolidated and unconsolidated laws the book explains in detail
the distinction and where to find the statutes highlighting the main sources of new york s
consolidated and unconsolidated laws new york legal research provides a solid examination of both
the sources of new york law and the legal research process a picture is worth a thousand words
and embedded within the chapters are screenshots and tables that illuminate the text when
comparing this book with other titles on the subject new york legal research is the only title
that focuses its discussion on connecting the sources of law in new york with the practice of
conducting legal research that makes new york legal research an essential addtion to any law
library that supports the study or practice of law in new york kathleen darvil law library
journal volume 108 2

Thinking and Writing about Law
2021-07

while thinking and writing about law is primarily geared toward law students it should be
accessible for anyone who wants to improve their abilities in legal analysis and communication
written in an approachable no nonsense style the book is divided into two parts the first part
guides readers toward an understanding of legal analysis in our common law system properly
conceptualizing our system of law is the most fundamental and overlooked component in the process
of legal analysis to that end the book walks the reader step by step through the analytical
process and then reinforces the reader s understanding by introducing a novel technique for
visualizing legal analysis the second part guides readers toward successful communicating their
analyses to both inform and persuade it draws upon the author s experiences as both a legal
writing professor and a supreme court justice to bring a distinctive blend of academic expertise
and judicial practicality to the subject



Family Law in the World Community
2009

this concise yet comprehensive book is designed to be accessible for the beginner as well as
useful for those with more experience for students the book can serve as enrichment for a
doctrinal course in international law or as the basis for a stand alone course in international
law research to allow for self evaluation the book includes frequent review questions to help
assure retention for practitioners new to the international area each type of search tool and
search strategy is covered in detail with explanations to provide background comprehension this
book is part of the international legal research series edited by mark e wojcik the john marshall
law school t his new text is essential even if it cannot record every new database development in
fact the best format for a text such as this one is indeed print this title is not a brief one
off taste of the subject but rather a comprehensive detailed treatment the quality of the content
will stand the test of time the text provides an excellent framework for new students to learn
international legal research and for more seasoned legal researchers to hone their skills or fill
gaps where necessary the reader will want to pay special attention to lyonette louis jacques
additional resources and general bibliographic references at the conclusion of each chapter her
concise lists of sources should be part of every international legal researcher s toolkit most
valuable of all this text will give students the necessary context to understand what they are
researching and why this context is all too often lost in today s world of instant information
anne abramson international law prof blog given the increasing importance of public international
law to u s legal practice i also believe this book to be of great value to all law librarians and
at 35 i recommend every law librarian purchase a desk copy especially the new breed of entry
level fcil librarians who yearn for a training manual no doubt i will read and reread this text
until its dog eared pages fall apart in my hands i am now also indebted to winer archer and louis
jacques for helping me contextualize my growing knowledge of research sources and methods by
connecting them to the historical evolution of international law international law legal research
is particularly good at explaining treaties and customary international law and the related
research processes in a useful and memorable way the purpose of this book is to support those who
need to complete public international law research for moot court for scholarly research or to
handle a client s legal problem and it is an excellent resource for those situations as the first



volume in the carolina academic press international legal research series it sets a high bar for
clarity brevity and utility i am excited to see what other offerings may follow catherine a deane
foreign and international law librarian and lecturer in law vanderbilt law school

International Law Legal Research
2013

a detailed taxonomy of scholarship in the field of law and an abstracted bibliography is
available in this accompanying volume to heald s literature and legal problem solving law and
literature as ethical discourse

An Introduction to Law, Law Study, and the Lawyer's Role
1992

the third edition of expert learning for law students is a reorganization and rethinking of this
highly regarded law school success text it retains the core insights and lessons from prior
editions while updating the materials to reflect recent insights such as mindset theory
attribution theory chunking for use and interleaving learning the text includes exercises and
step by step guides to engage readers in the process of becoming expert learners including
specific strategies for succeeding in law school

Guide to Law and Literature for Teachers, Students, and
Researchers
1998

coursen director of education northeastern us shakespeare globe center examines modern
interpretations of shakespeare s work within the context of new historicism looking at films and
teleplays from the 1930s and beyond works discusses include the 1936 film version of romeo and
juliet hamlet on film and on modern stages and branagh s much ado about nothing annotation
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Telecommunications Law and Policy Supplement
2000

mastering labor law provides necessary procedural and substantive material without overwhelming
the reader with details that are unduly esoteric or tangential the book begins with an
introduction to private and public sector labor law it then turns to united states labor history
and procedure organization and jurisdiction issues under the national labor relations act the
book then comprehensively addresses the organizational and collective bargaining processes before
covering forms of protected activity it closes by considering other topics such as labor
arbitration union security clause labor preemption and antitrust doctrine

Expert Learning for Law Students
2017

mastering constitutional law offers students an opportunity to learn the essential elements of
constitutional law in a condensed framework this book s concise up to date user friendly approach
is refreshing whether students are studying for con law exams or the bar exam mastering
constitutional law offers an outline that is easy to use each chapter begins with a simple
roadmap alerting the reader to the direction of the chapter the chapter naturally unfolds
according to that plan and then ends with a list of checkpoints that summarize the law in pithy
phrases there are no footnotes see also notes or bibliographies because mastering constitutional
law is a condensed yet complete outline of constitutional law

Contracts
2019-12-11

now in its third edition this book reflects the extraordinary growth in the law of higher



education and the accompanying rise in scholarship and commentary on higher education law and
governance the case selection reflects major themes and issues to this end cases with interesting
facts but less precedential value news accounts of fascinating developments and insights and
articles from scholars and practitioners have also been used the result is a unique book on a
rapidly growing area of law and society despite professor olivas s caution about making
comparisons between this work and the acknowledged standard treatise in the field william kaplin
s law and higher education these two volumes should be viewed by attorneys academicians and
administrators as complementary unlike a treatise the olivas casebook gives the reader a
comprehensive array of cases and court decisions on these subjects professor olivas writes
overviews to provide contextual detail and history chapter 2 is an excellent example of the
prudent use of cases chapter 3 contains a panoply of material taken from a variety of sources
about fascinating episodes disputes and court cases this is rich material bimonthly review of law
books on the first edition the law and higher education has become not merely a reference but an
archive in its own right scott chafin media reviews on the second edition in both the casebook
and the teachers manual the author s sense of humor knowledge of popular culture and breadth of
knowledge about higher education come out clearly and loudly olivas is an attorney who knows both
administrative practice and the law and is effectively able to pass that knowledge on to his
readers naspa journal 2007

Aviation Law
2006

based on the latest research this entertaining practical guide offers law students a formula for
success in school on the bar exam and as a practicing attorney mastering the law either as a law
student or in practice becomes much easier if one has a working knowledge of the brain s basic
habits before you can learn to think like a lawyer you have to have some idea about how the brain
thinks the first part of this book translates the technical research explaining learning
strategies that work for the brain in law school specifically and calling out other tactics that
are useless though often popular lures for the misinformed this book is unique in explaining the
science behind the advice and will save you from pursuing tempting shortcuts that will take you
in the wrong direction the second part explores the brain s decision making processes and



cognitive biases these biases affect the ability to persuade a necessary skill of the successful
lawyer the book talks about the art and science of framing the seductive lure of the confirmation
and egocentric biases and the egocentricity of the availability bias this book uses easily
recognizable examples from both law and life to illustrate the potential of these biases to draw
humans to mistaken judgments understanding these biases is critical to becoming a successful
attorney and gaining proficiency in fashioning arguments that appeal to the sometimes quirky
processing of the human brain this book is part of the context and practice series edited by
michael hunter schwartz professor of law and dean of the mcgeorge school of law university of the
pacific your brain and law school was a finalist in the best published self help and psychology
category of the 2015 san diego book awards

Mastering Labor Law
2014

missouri legal research was designed for teaching legal research to first year law students
paralegals and undergraduate students researching missouri law missouri practitioners and others
who need to be familiar with missouri resources will also want this book in their library complex
ideas and research processes are presented in a straightforward manner outlines of the research
process and short excerpts from missouri and federal resources make the book easy to use
addresses and examples point researchers to the many sources for finding free missouri and
federal legal material online

Mastering Constitutional Law
2009

this book tracks all published art law casebooks it begins by asking what art is and why there
should be special rules for it there follows a section on the rights and responsibilities of
artists and collectors in areas such as freedom of expression defamation the right of publicity
the rights of privacy copyright trademark moral rights resale royalties and the tax consequences
of common art related transactions the book then treats commercial dealings in art such as



problems of authentication or ownership of the work and commercial relationships between artists
collectors dealers auction houses and financiers of the art world it deals with the law governing
the organization and operation of museums including employment law the international treatment of
art is discussed in terms of special rules for art in times of hostilities and occupation as well
as peacetime law governing the movement of art or artifacts across national boundaries and
national control of its artistic patrimony a series of chapters detail the law on preservation of
u s artistic heritage such as historic preservation law the ownership of artifacts found on land
or under water and special rules applicable to native american remains and artifacts the book
concludes with a discussion of rules of international litigation frequently encountered in art
law controversies such as jurisdiction foreign sovereign immunity act of state forum non
conveniens choice of law enforcing foreign law and proving foreign law

The Law and Higher Education
2006

the legal system of romania presents the main features of the history of its legal system its
sources of law its constitutional framework its legal actors its criminal law its law of persons
family law property law law of contract law on delictual liability quasi contracts business
entities and labor employment law

Nine Steps to Law School Success
2020-12

this book is a leader in providing materials that match the skills and values emphasized for
developing practicing lawyers the third edition incorporates over fifty problems that allow the
law professor to explore the practical impact of the theoretical concepts underlying criminal law
such as a case study that examines issues from jena six the book retains its international and
comparative notes and includes several new cases and problems the authors support a website that
offers podcasts syllabi powerpoints and other teaching materials that complement the book in
short the text combines theory and practice and is compact student friendly flexible and high



tech the authors support a website at criminallawbook com that offers podcasts syllabi
powerpoints and other teaching materials that complement the book

Your Brain and Law School
2014

to view or download the 2021 supplement to this book click here the new edition of this leading
casebook covers recent developments such as the controversy over registration of disparaging
marks the slants and redskins litigations expressive uses of trademarks protection of famous
foreign trademarks and trademarks on the internet the dilution chapter has been substantially
reorganized throughout the chapters the editors have written provocative questions and problems
to stimulate classroom discussion the current edition also contains more visual material as with
the 5th edition the 6th edition will be available in a looseleaf version for 75 an updated
teachers manual is also available for professors teaching trademark law

International Litigation and Arbitration
2003-04

the goal of each book in the legal research series lrs is to provide law students with the
essential elements of legal research in each jurisdiction this is the case with the new book for
hawai i legal research lrs books explain concisely both the sources of state law research and the
process for conducting state legal research effectively unlike more bibliographic research texts
these books go beyond describing resources to examine how to use each resource in a comprehensive
research strategy the books also incorporate legal analysis as part of the research process each
book begins with an overview of the research process and then explains how to use the most
effective sources to research cases statutes legislative history constitutions administrative law
court rules and secondary sources federal law is introduced briefly in each chapter and a
separate book in the series covers federal law extensively



Art Law & Transactions
2021-05-31

written for a wide audience including law students and legal practitioners ohio legal research
offers a concise introduction to researching ohio law this book provides an overview of the legal
research process in general coupled with a specific discussion of ohio and federal material
topics include researching ohio and federal case law statutory law administrative law local law
and legislative history in addition to finding secondary sources such as practice treatises and
form books ohio legal research covers both print and electronic sources including references to
freely available sources this book is part of the legal research series edited by suzanne e rowe
director of legal research and writing university of oregon school of law

Missouri Legal Research
2021

the zen of law school success offers a comprehensive approach to succeeding in law school zen is
about simplicity balance knowing your universe knowing yourself and staying focused on the path
to enlightenment similarly these principles should be the foundation for success in law school
and this book details how to put these principles into practice in order to maximize your ability
to have a successful law school career like the zen path to enlightenment law school success is
about balance between studying and other aspects of life as well as balancing your study time
between subjects outlining etc knowing your universe knowing not only the subject matter tested
but knowing how the questions are constructed knowing what to look for etc knowing yourself what
type of essay writer you are what type of learner you are what type of exam taker you are etc and
staying focused on your path when to study what to do when you are stressed out what to do when
you don t know a subject very well etc in addition to offering a comprehensive approach to
succeeding in law school the book also offers practical advice for doing well during the
classroom socratic method navigating the law school environment managing law school stress and
getting a job after graduation moreover the zen of law school success focuses on doing well on
final exams including specific strategies and tips for both essay and multiple choice exams the



book includes many exercises and model answers that will benefit any law student and is an ideal
resource for any law school academic achievement program

Administrative Law
2020-02-04

mastering property law is a precise practical guide to the fundamental rules of law underlying
the basic property law course useful with any casebook the text focuses on the common law
developments of property from the beginning of the english system through our modern times this
concise introduction to the subject matter includes chapters on gifts possessory estates and
future interests zoning and more the book provides readers with clear rule statements examples
diagrams and other learning devices to assure that they are equipped with a strong foundation
that will ensure success in their coursework in preparing for the bar and ultimately as
practicing attorneys

Mastering Art Law
2020

a dictonary of science and technology color illustration section symbols and units fundamental
physical constants measurement conversion periodic table of the elements atomic weights particles
the solar system geologial timetable five kingdom classification of organisms chronology of
modern science photo credits

The Legal System of Romania
2020

this textbook is an innovative departure from a traditional casebook that uniquely harmonizes
best practices for student learning with a lawyering practice orientation addressing all the
major topics of property law the text continually places students in the role of practitioners



who apply their learning by evaluating real world practice based problems and documents and
engage in professional identity development additionally the book makes student learning easier
and more effective by implementing proven instructional strategies including explicit
organization with clear explanations of law only then diving into cases and statutes with framing
questions up front multiple methods of instruction graphic organizers and illustrations active
learning exercises and plentiful opportunities for practice recursion and synthesis

Copyright Law
2021-01-06

international human rights law provides a student oriented examination of the law of
international human rights although human rights are hardly a recent invention the advent of
their international protection is one of the most profound developments of the modern era how
governments treat their own citizens and others is no longer strictly an internal domestic matter
but rather the concern of all humankind international law is now a central feature of the effort
to progressively achieve human freedom and dignity for all

The Media Method
2019

studies in american tort law is a careful mix of law policy ethics and economics designed for
first year torts courses recognizing that torts is a prime battleground for social policy this
book reflects not only the current rules on injury compensation but also the policy choices
underlying those rules the text moves from simple concepts and elementary rules to ones that are
more complex or elusive within a clear doctrinal framework a range of views is presented
reflecting dominant themes in tort law such as fault proportionality deterrence internalization
of costs and distribution of losses these views are explored with special attention to issues at
the cutting edge of twenty first century tort litigation the seventh edition reflects the highly
dynamic nature of the torts field the book includes new principal cases scores of citations to
recent opinions and statutes and comprehensive references to the most recent volumes of the



restatement third of torts there is a set of 392 powerpoint slides availble upon adoption click
here to view a sample presentation if you are a professor using this book for a class please
contact rachael meier at remeier cap press com to request your slides

Criminal Law
2013

please note that the supplemental materials website has moved to caplaw com rll studies show that
the reading skills your students have developed in college may not be enough to ensure their
success in law school reading law requires professionals to understand the purpose of their
reading to form and express opinions about what they re reading to apply legal logic to read with
energy and to adopt sophisticated reading habits that are unique to the study of law written for
law students pre law students paralegals and others interested in developing these reading skills
reading like a lawyer teaches each of the following critical legal reading skills how to read
legal casebooks and engage in class as well as how to use your reading to prepare for exams how
to read published court cases outside of a casebook how to read legislative material and how to
read online effectively based on sound educational research each chapter includes exercises that
challenge students to apply what that chapter has taught a website accompanies the book and
includes additional readings e g on logic plus opportunities for students to gain confidence by
testing their own thoughts against those of the author for faculty reading like a lawyer includes
a separate teacher s manual and a faculty website with a powerpoint that mirrors the book s
principle lessons

Trademark and Unfair Competition Law
2017-03

contracts the law of promises is a casebook for first year contracts courses its emphasis is on
presenting contract law in an easily understandable way so students can spend most of their time
mastering the application of the rules rather than seeking to discover the rules the casebook
includes an appendix with the most important black letter rules and over 600 examples throughout



the book showing how the rules are applied before each case textual material explains the law and
its application with further emphasis on explaining each of the elements of the doctrine being
discussed key points and chapter takeaways are included to help students know if they are
recognizing which principles are particularly important cases have been chosen based on the
clarity of the court s analysis and have been abridged to exclude irrelevant material the cases
included provide for interesting classroom discussions but classic cases have been retained as
well numerous problems are included typically based on real cases so that professors can use them
in class to further students understanding of how the rules are applied common student mistakes
are also highlighted theory is covered but kept to a minimum contracts the law of promises will
enable students to come to class with a firm grasp of the black letter law and a general
understanding of how the rules are applied enabling professors to devote more class time to
discussion and less time to lecturing the second edition includes expanded coverage of electronic
contracting and explanations of the 2022 amendments to article 2 of the uniform commercial code
and the 2022 restatement of consumer contracts core knowledge for lawyers content for this book
will be available in fall 2024

Hawaii Legal Research
2021

Ohio Legal Research
2009

The Zen of Law School Success
2011



Mastering Property Law
2013

Academic Press Dictionary of Science and Technology
1992-08-27

Property Law
2017-08-29

International Human Rights Law
2017

Studies in American Tort Law
2022-08

An Introduction to Law, Law Study, and the Lawyer's Role
1991
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Contracts
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